REMOTE SENSING OF SPECIES DOMINANCE AND THE VALUE FOR QUANTIFYING ECOSYSTEM SERVICES
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Abstract
Remote sensing (RS) is a powerful tool to measure and monitor Essential Biodiversity Variables (EBVs) and their environmental drivers. Despite this potential, stronger integration between remote sensing experts and the ecological community could better support biodiversity initiatives. Here we highlight opportunities to harness remote sensing technology to better understand biodiversity patterns, ecological processes and the consequences for ecosystem services (ESs). We argue that tracking many EBVs using remote sensing should prioritize the monitoring of dominant species, a scalable property across multiple EBV classes, for several reasons. First, a few dominant species in an ecological community disproportionately contribute to the satellite spectral signature. Second, a focus on dominance would enable a stronger links to ecological research, as dominance reflects the ecological community context (i.e. relative abundance of coexisting species). For example dominant species should be especially important contributors to many ecosystem functions and services that rely on abundance or biomass, such as carbon storage or nutrient cycling, because of their greater representation in a community. Furthermore, global change impacts on communities may be reflected in changing dominance structure before the losses of species, thus tracking dominance provides an early-warning sign of community change for EBVs. Finally, focusing on dominant species should improve understanding of spatial and temporal dynamics of dominance-driven ESs through RS mapping. Given the importance of dominant species to ecological communities and ESs, monitoring dominance under changing environmental conditions and human impacts should be a global priority.

Introduction
Global environmental change is rapidly transforming the Earth’s ecosystems. The rate of biodiversity loss may have already crossed a threshold that will degrade ecosystem functions and have unexpected consequences on interrelated subsystems of the planet (Rockstrom et al. 2009). To capture the major dimensions of biodiversity change, monitoring efforts have recently identified a set of global Essential Biodiversity Variables (EBVs). EBVs are measurements required for studying, reporting and managing biodiversity change (Pereira et al. 2013). The six broad classes of EBVs – genetic composition, species populations, species traits, community composition, ecosystem/habitat structure and ecosystem functions – are intended to complement each other and observations of environmental change (Pereira et al. 2013). Remote sensing (RS) is a powerful tool to measure many EBVs and environmental change across time and space (O’Connor et al. 2015). Hundreds of satellites orbiting in space together provide global observations of the Earth’s surface at repeated intervals. Increasing use of airborne sensors, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and in situ sensors also enhance the capability to detect changes in EBVs (Turner 2014). RS data should be complementary to time- and site-specific field observations by emphasizing scalable properties. By measuring scalable properties, RS can be used to extrapolate local data using models or proxies and provide information on how EBVs respond to environmental drivers (Pereira et al. 2013; Pettorelli et al. 2014a).
Despite the potential for RS to effectively monitor EBVs, recent calls for RS experts to better support biodiversity initiatives highlighted the need to form stronger links to the ecological community (Pereira et al. 2013; Petttorelli et al. 2014b; Skidmore et al. 2015). Discrepancies in scale between ecological data and pixel resolution, as well as incongruity between ecological metrics and satellite-derived proxies have been identified as barriers to integration (Turner et al. 2003; Skidmore et al. 2015). Rather than compromising to find overlap, efforts should aim for co-production of new knowledge beginning with the initial research questions. Toward that goal, here we highlight opportunities to integrate RS and ecology to address shared questions about biodiversity patterns, ecological processes and the consequences for ecosystem services (ESs). In particular, we argue that tracking many EBVs using RS should more explicitly focus on the causes and consequences of dominance, a scalable property across multiple EBV classes. Dominance reflects both species abundances and community composition (i.e. species that represent a disproportionate number of individuals and/or biomass in the community). Such a focus also enables spatially and temporally dynamic mapping of dominance-driven ecosystem functions and services (e.g. provisioning and regulating services).

In most optical RS applications, a few dominant species in an ecological community disproportionately contribute to the satellite spectral signature (Fig. 1). Dominance (or its counterpart, evenness) considers the abundance of species relative to the other species in a community (Hillebrand et al. 2008). Much of the biodiversity literature has focused on species richness — strictly the number of species within a community (Purvis and Hector 2000; Hillebrand et al. 2008). Yet, even in species-rich tropical forests, only a subset of species are large, emergent trees that comprise the canopy and thus the spectral signal of a pixel. Indeed, many advances in optical RS have focused on spectral mixture analysis, where the fraction of different surfaces contributing to the remotely sensed spectra is decomposed into linear combinations of pure spectra for each type of surface (‘endmembers’) (Roberts et al. 1998; Asner and Martin 2009). Spectrally mixed pixels can be a technical limitation of remote sensing that is problematic for studying local species richness and tracking losses of rare species; however, it provides an opportunity to link species dominance to EBVs. Given the highly skewed abundance of species in most natural systems (Whittaker 1975; Ricklefs 1990; Schwartz et al. 2000), focusing on dominance should enable a scalable, ecologically meaningful measure (rather than partitioning spectral endmembers) of EBVs using remotely sensed data.

Despite the importance of dominant species to ecological communities and ecosystem functioning, there is much to learn about the causes and consequences of dominance, especially under changing environmental conditions and human impacts (Hillebrand et al. 2008). RS is particularly well-suited to track changes in dominance over time and space and to quantify associated changes in ecosystem functions and services. In the following sections, we outline how a focus of RS on dominant species provides several insights for monitoring multiple classes of EBVs and better connects RS to ecological research priorities. Identifying which species are dominant in different locations or at different time periods should help inform our understanding of the environmental conditions that confer ecological success, and whether patterns and processes vary consistently across environmental gradients. Finally, individuals of dominant species are disproportionately represented in communities, often leading to a larger representation of their trait values and larger contributions to ecosystem structure and function (Hillebrand et al. 2008). Therefore, tracking dominant species in an ecosystem can provide a proxy for ES supply and greater insight into spatiotemporal dynamics of ESs.

Remote Sensing of Biodiversity and Ecological Dominance

Several review papers identify various approaches for using remote sensing to track biodiversity and ecosystem functions (Nagendra 2001; Kerr and Ostrovsky 2003; Turner et al. 2003; Gillespie et al. 2008; Kuenzer et al. 2014; Skidmore et al. 2015). Many remote sensing studies have been devoted to detecting local species richness (i.e. alpha diversity). One approach is using land cover classifications and thematic mapping of habitats to monitor habitat extent and conversion. Habitat extent can then be used to estimate species loss based on species-area relationships (Turner et al. 2003). In addition to land-cover or habitat mapping, remote sensing provides various measures of habitat conditions, including proxies for habitat complexity (e.g. LAI; % tree cover) and primary productivity (e.g. NDVI). These proxies have been commonly used to indicate plant or bird species richness because of diverse resources provided by more productive and complex habitats (Waring et al. 2002; Gillespie 2005; Rompré et al. 2007; Phillips et al. 2010; Pau et al. 2012) or to test the species-energy hypothesis, which proposes that energy is a limiting resource to the number of species in an area (Currie and Paquin 1987; Hawkins et al. 2003).

Remote sensing has been widely used to understand species distributions (reviewed in He et al. 2015). Bioclimatic variables derived from satellites are increasingly included in species distribution models as environmental predictors of species occurrence (Bradley and Fleishman 2008; Buermann et al. 2008; Pau et al. 2013; Deblauwe et al. 2016).
Figure 1. Dominant species disproportionately contribute to the satellite spectral signature, whereas rare species, included in species richness counts, contribute relatively little (A). These dominant species are also primary contributors to abundance-driven ecosystem services (ESs) (B), often provisioning, regulating and supporting services (‘P’ = provisioning, ‘R’ = regulating, ‘S’ = supporting, and ‘C’ = cultural; Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 2005), because dominant species comprise more individuals and biomass in a community (C). Each species can potentially contribute to more than one type of service (e.g. carbon storage that regulates the climate as well as supporting biodiversity habitat). Rank abundance curves (C) showing an example of a dominant conifer species (left) and the loss of this dominant under changing conditions (right). Following the loss of a dominant species, the total biomass of a community (C) and total amount of some ESs (B) will be reduced, corresponding to different spectral signatures (A).
While species occurrence is the presence of a species in particular sites or locations, species turnover quantifies the replacement of one species by another species at different sites. Remote sensing has been particularly useful for understanding global patterns of species turnover by providing continuously observed data at a global extent (Gaston et al. 2007; Buckley and Jetz 2008; Qian and Ricklefs 2012). By examining environmental variation across large spatial gradients, these studies have disentangled the importance of environmental drivers (abiotic tolerances) from dispersal limitations and evolutionary histories in determining a species distribution. Another metric of biodiversity, beta diversity, is closely related to species turnover. Beta diversity can refer to a mathematical partitioning (additive) or scaling (multiplicative) of diversity between local (alpha) and landscape (gamma) scale diversity; or beta diversity can be a measure of community dissimilarity among paired sites (see Socolar et al. 2016 for a full discussion). It provides a useful measure for identifying how geographic or environmental gradients structure changes in species composition across sites, rather than turnover in individual species (e.g. Rocchini 2007). Dissimilarily metrics include abundance-weighted community composition or simply species presence–absence (Socolar et al. 2016). Species composition and abundance are thought to be more robust to satellite discrimination than species richness (Tuomisto et al. 2003; He et al. 2009; Oldeland et al. 2010; Rocchini et al. 2010).

Remote sensing also provides data on species themselves (reviewed in He et al. 2015). Images with high spatial resolution can directly detect species by delineating individual tree crowns or through traits associated with particular species (e.g. Weisberg et al. 2007; Palace et al. 2008; He et al. 2011). This is generally most successful for species or functional types with distinct growth forms, phenologies or biochemical traits. For example woody encroachment along a forest-savanna boundary (Mitchard et al. 2009) or into tundra biomes (Stow et al. 2004) has been detected by distinguishing woody versus non-woody species. Distinct phenologies have been used to quantify an upward shift of a hardwood (deciduous)-boreal (evergreen) forest ecotone (Beckage et al. 2008) and to detect the relative abundance of functional groups, such as C3 and C4 grass species (Goodin and Henebry 1997; Davidson and Csillag 2003; Foody and Dash 2010). Phenological differences are also commonly used to identify invasive species (Bradley 2014). For example the distinct annual phenology of cheatgrass was used to quantify the extent it is replacing native perennial grasses and shrubs (Bradley and Mustard 2006). Similarly, species-specific leaf biochemical properties, detected using hyperspectral reflectance data (>100 spectral bands), has helped identify species invasions (e.g. Asner et al. 2008; Asner and Martin 2009; He et al. 2011).

While large advances have been made using remote sensing to address different measures of biodiversity, a body of RS studies centered on the causes and consequences of dominance is lacking. An explicit focus on dominance, as we advocate here, would facilitate methodological and conceptual advances in the study of dominance. This focus would enable stronger links to the ecological community because most communities are dominated by only a few species (Whittaker 1975; Ricklefs 1990; Schwartz et al. 2000). Dominance is also ecologically relevant because species dominance reflects biotic and abiotic ecological relationships (e.g. Lohbeck et al. 2014) and many ecosystem functions (EF) and associated ESs depend heavily on dominant species (e.g. Walker et al. 1999; Schwartz et al. 2000; Smith and Knapp 2003; Dangles and Malmqvist 2004; Hillebrand et al. 2008; Kleijn et al. 2015). For example aboveground net primary productivity was reduced in a tallgrass prairie when dominant species abundances were experimentally altered, whereas declines of less common species did not affect productivity (Smith and Knapp 2003). Importantly, species richness and dominance (or evenness) do not always co-vary and thus dominance provides independent information on ecological functioning (Stirling and Wilsey 2001).

Some of the RS studies reviewed above illustrate remote sensing’s ability to detect shifting species dominance, such as those addressing biome shifts (shifting dominant vegetation), species invasions (increasing dominance of a new species) and beta diversity (when using abundance-weighted composition). Other work may implicitly address species dominance by identifying range distributions where species are assumed to have the highest density in the core of their range. However, these studies do not address which species in a community is more abundant or has greater biomass than coexisting species. Furthermore, relationships between species occurrence and dominance can be inconsistent depending on species and spatial scale ( Schroeder et al. 2010). The most robust methods for using RS to detect dominant species will require ground-based field surveys of relative abundance. These data can be used as training data for classification approaches that allow extrapolation across space and time when RS provides data on species themselves (in contrast to RS providing data on environmental or ecological predictors). Moderate to coarse resolution multi-spectral RS will be more effective discriminating structurally and functionally distinct species (i.e. conifer vs. broadleaf; Fig. 1A); although pixel dissimilarity is also linked to abundance-weighted species turnover (e.g. Tuomisto et al. 2003; He et al. 2009; Oldeland et al. 2010).
In addition to detecting and characterizing communities based on dominant species, RS can help elucidate drivers of dominance by identifying how communities change along environmental gradients. RS provides valuable observations of environmental gradients and drivers that can influence dominance, including primary productivity, land-use/land cover and disturbances, in addition to climatic variables (see Table 1). More deliberately tracking dominance across environmental gradients should help inform our understanding of the relative importance of environmental drivers of ecological success (e.g. climate, land-use, disturbances) in comparison to biotic factors (competition or consumption), life-history strategies (dispersal and colonization) or historical processes (e.g. relict populations). The role of each of these drivers may change with spatial and temporal scale (i.e. grain size and extent), highlighting further how RS could facilitate new research directions in understanding species dominance. In the next section, we outline the value of remotely sensing dominant species for quantifying ESs.

**Remote Sensing of Ecosystem Services**

There is increasing evidence that dominant species are important contributors to many ESs that rely on abundance or biomass. For instance in many natural forests, dominant species store most above-ground carbon under current conditions (Balvanera et al. 2005; Ngo et al. 2013; Fauset et al. 2015). In the Amazon, a ‘hyperdominant’ 1% of all estimated 16 000 tree species provide around 50% of total tree carbon storage (ter Steege et al. 2013; Fauset et al. 2015). In the Amazon, a ‘hyperdominant’ 1% of all estimated 16 000 tree species provide around 50% of total tree carbon storage (ter Steege et al. 2013; Fauset et al. 2015). Recent syntheses show a similar pattern for pollination services: the most abundant pollinators provide the bulk of crop pollination services across several crop types and continents (Kleijn et al. 2015; Winfree et al. 2015). Similarly, in coastal ecosystems, the biomass of salt marsh vegetation and its density/complexity contribute to coastal protection by stabilizing the shoreline and attenuating wave energy (Sullivan and Zedler 1999; Zedler et al. 2001; Callaway et al. 2003; Sullivan et al. 2007; Shepard et al. 2011). As for these services, when the amount of an ES depends on abundance or biomass, tracking dominant species with RS offers a proxy for ES supply. ES supply refers to the amount of that ES that an ecological community can provide (also known as its capacity; Villamagna et al. 2013). Supply differs from how much people use or demand a service (known as ES ‘flow’; Martínez-Harms and Balvanera 2012).

RS can track changes in populations of dominant species across changing conditions (Fig. 1), providing a scalable measure to monitor ESs. Some provisioning services (e.g. timber and food production) are derived directly from these populations, and regulating services depend on the EFs that populations support (e.g. carbon storage by tree populations). RS can estimate the size or extent of dominant populations or habitats/land-uses defined by dominant species, providing quantitative measures of ES supply (Table 1; Fig. 1). In the case of wetlands, which are characterized by their dominant vegetation (Zedler and Kercher 2005; Frieswyk et al. 2007), water regulation or flood control is associated with the size and distribution of the wetland (Troy and Wilson 2006). One study showed that freshwater wetlands (defined by the % cover of indicator species) yielded the highest ecosystem values compared to other habitats when their extents were mapped (Troy and Wilson 2006). Remote sensing of species’ traits is another approach for detecting dominance-driven EFs and ESs. The effect of dominant species on EFs and ESs can be mediated through their respective traits, many of which are observable from space (reviewed in Jetz et al. 2016). Trait values of dominant species are disproportionately represented in communities leading to larger contributions to EFs and ESs like productivity (Smith and Knapp 2003 add Mason et al. 2016) and carbon storage (Fauset et al. 2015). However, some ESs, for example supporting or cultural services, are often provided by ecosystem integrity rather than functional traits of particular species.

Recent research shows the importance of considering spatiotemporal dynamics of ESs, rather than considering ES supply as static (Renard et al. 2015). While many ES studies consider static maps (Tallis et al. 2008), which generate an average ES value based on different land-cover types, considering spatiotemporal dynamics can lead to the different conclusions about the amount of an ES or trade-offs among multiple ESs (Bennett et al. 2009; de Groot et al. 2010; Renard et al. 2015; Tomscha and Gergel 2016). For instance Renard et al. (2015) analyze the spatiotemporal dynamics of livestock production, recreation, hunting, flood control and carbon sequestration, revealing not only that the magnitude of these ESs differs over time but also that trade-offs or synergies among ESs can fade or increase. Inaccurate estimates of ES value or of trade-offs among multiple ESs can result in suboptimal management decisions.

Despite the importance of considering spatiotemporal dynamics to account for and manage ESs, these data are costly and difficult to collect in the field. RS can aid these efforts by providing greater sampling and coverage. Remote sensing is especially useful for detecting changes in ESs (or ES proxies) relative to previous measurements. For example RS has reliably estimated annual food production from crop yields of the dominant crop species. Consecutive years of crop extent, yield, and planting dates were modeled for wheat fields in an intensive agricultural...
Table 1. Commonly used remotely sensed proxies for, or abiotic/biotic predictors of, ecosystem functions (modified from He et al. 2015). Some proxies measure biomass or abundance-driven ecosystem functions (e.g. plant productivity or standing tree biomass; forest structural complexity) that support ecosystem services (ESs; e.g. carbon storage and ultimately climate regulation; biodiversity habitat associated with dominant vegetation), while other proxies more directly estimate ESs (e.g. crop provisioning). Some variables could be considered both abiotic and biotic (land-use/land cover and land surface temperature) depending on the surface of interest (we note that the concept of a niche acknowledges that species alter their own environment; Holt 2009). Examples of ESs are listed according to the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (2005) classifications (R = regulating, S = supporting, P = provisioning, C = cultural).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor or proxy for ecosystem functions and services</th>
<th>Abiotic variables</th>
<th>Sources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Agriculture (P,C)</td>
<td>Land-use/Land cover (biotic)</td>
<td>MODIS, Landsat, Landsat ETM+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Standing tree biomass (R,S)</td>
<td>Topography, elevation, slope</td>
<td>SRTM, LiDAR, WorldView-2, ASTER, GTOPO30, GMTED2010, UAVs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Biodiversity habitat (S,C)</td>
<td>Cloud cover and frequency, quality</td>
<td>MODIS, GOES, ISCCP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Recreation, sense of place &amp; esthetics (C)</td>
<td>Rainfall</td>
<td>TRMM, GPM, MODIS, NASA SMAP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Flood control (R)</td>
<td>Soil moisture</td>
<td>NASA SMAP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Climate regulation (R)</td>
<td>Fire (presence/burned area, frequency)</td>
<td>MODIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Biodiversity habitat (S,C)</td>
<td>Biotic variables</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Plant productivity (S)</td>
<td>Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI)</td>
<td>AVHRR, Landsat, MODIS, Quickbird</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Crop yield (P)</td>
<td>Vegetation phenology</td>
<td>MODIS, Landsat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Plant productivity (S)</td>
<td>Leaf Area Index (LAI)</td>
<td>MODIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Biodiversity habitat (S,C)</td>
<td>fPAR (fraction of absorbed photosynthetically active radiation)</td>
<td>MODIS, Landsat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Carbon storage (R)</td>
<td>Percent tree cover</td>
<td>MODIS VCF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Recreation, sense of place &amp; esthetics (C)</td>
<td>Canopy/tree height</td>
<td>LiDAR, RADAR, MODIS VCF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Biodiversity habitat (S,C)</td>
<td>Stem density</td>
<td>LiDAR, RADAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Climate regulation (R)</td>
<td>Canopy moisture</td>
<td>Hyperspectral sensors, QSCAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Carbon storage (R)</td>
<td>Canopy roughness/surface complexity</td>
<td>QSCAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Biodiversity habitat (S,C)</td>
<td>3-D habitat structural profile</td>
<td>LiDAR, RADAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Productivity (S)</td>
<td>Leaf water content</td>
<td>Hyperspectral sensors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Productivity (S)</td>
<td>Leaf nitrogen content</td>
<td>Hyperspectral sensors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Nutrient cycling (R)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Remote Sensing of Species Dominance

region in northwest Mexico (Lobell et al. 2003). Such changes in quantity can then be associated with different drivers, like variation in abiotic conditions (e.g. climate), human impacts or management changes (e.g. land-use change and deforestation rates) (De Araujo Barbosa et al. 2015). For instance RS enabled global mapping of cropland distribution and their sensitivity to climate change (Ramankutty and Foley 1998; Ramankutty et al. 2002; Leff et al. 2004). Carbon stocks in tropical forests were estimated using RS measures of tree height and forest structure and then extrapolated across three continents based on their relationships with environmental predictors (i.e. NDVI, LAI, canopy roughness and topography; Saatchi et al. 2011). Assessing the effects of management and policy changes, Griffiths et al. (2012) used a Landsat time-series to examine how changing forest ownership and natural factors affected forest disturbance and recovery rates in Romania, with important implications for several ESs (e.g. carbon, water quality, timber production).

Ecosystem responses to external drivers are often nonlinear and exhibit threshold dynamics (Scheffer and Carpenter 2003; DeFries et al. 2004; Rockstrom et al. 2009). Species abundances and population dynamics are commonly characterized by population crashes or periodic irruptions that in turn alter their environment and population trajectories (Holt 2009). These unexpected and rapid changes will have important consequences for quantifying ESs (Gordon et al. 2008). RS can contribute to our ability to track nonlinear or threshold responses by providing independent information on the driver and/or response, which importantly can operate on different spatial and temporal scales. Forest insects and pathogens have resulted in massive disturbances affecting forest structure, function and ESs (Kurz et al. 2008). In the case of mountain pine beetles, the spatial and temporal characteristics of outbreaks are the result of complex feedbacks between beetle population sizes (endemic, epidemic, post-epidemic) and tree mortality or damage, which affect the spread of the beetle. Remote sensing can map and quantify the spatial, temporal and spectral damage from these outbreaks, such as lagged effects of different types of foliage damage (Wulder et al. 2006). The increasing frequency of extreme climatic events will also result in nonlinear and threshold ecosystem response (Jentsch et al. 2007). As just one example, RS allowed the tracking of mangroves across the east coast of Florida over several decades (Cavanaugh et al. 2014). This work showed that mangroves (dominated by one to three species) were insensitive to mean annual temperature and precipitation; rather, their distribution exhibited a threshold response to fewer cold events. This implies that associated ESs provided by mangroves – wood production, coastal protection and habitat for commercially harvested fish and invertebrates – might also exhibit nonlinear responses to environmental change.

Remotely sensing dominant species can detect early signs of future changes in ecological communities and the ESs they supply. Reorganization of ecological communities following global change may more immediately manifest as altered patterns of dominance and evenness rather than changes in species richness (Hillebrand et al. 2008). Climate warming, altered biogeochemical cycles, the addition or removal of species and land-use change all alter dominance structure (Walker et al. 2006; Hillebrand et al. 2008; Naaim 2009; Kardol et al. 2010; Forrestel et al. 2015). Therefore, detecting changes in dominant species may provide insight into future changes in both an ecological community and the ES it provides – before species losses, species turnover or changes in beta diversity occur. Furthermore, RS can measure flows and rates of ecosystem processes (e.g. change over space or time), offering early signs of changes in a population or future trends in ES supply.

The proposed focus on dominant species complements a growing body of work applying remote sensing to map and quantify ESs (reviewed in Ayanu et al. 2012; De Araujo Barbosa et al. 2015). One approach uses RS to derive biophysical parameters associated with an ES in radiative transfer models, which establish relationships between an EF or ES proxy and how satellite measured radiation is transferred through different atmospheric and canopy conditions. Alternatively, an ES or EF is empirically linked to RS data using regression models. RS proxies can be used to map an ES, or provide information on predictors of an ES (e.g. abiotic variables and land-use change; Table 1; Ayanu et al. 2012). In particular, studies have linked RS data on ecosystem functions or species’ traits, such as productivity, leaf biochemistry or growth forms, to field measurements (e.g. biomass and carbon storage) and ultimately to ESs (Table 1; Feng et al. 2010; Ayanu et al. 2012; De Araujo Barbosa et al. 2015). Empirical relationships between an ES and RS data can be modeled continuously: for each pixel, a unit change in RS data (e.g. % reflectance, land surface temperature (Kelvin); fire frequency (counts)) is associated with a unit change in an ES. More commonly, pixels with similar spectral information are grouped into classes to create thematic maps of land-use/land cover classifications (e.g. habitat type). Often studies map ESs by assigning an average amount of an ES to land cover type, or using land cover information as inputs into models that estimate ES supply for a location (Chan et al. 2006; Troy and Wilson 2006; Naidoo et al. 2008; Nelson et al. 2009a; Feng et al. 2010; Martínez-Harms and Balvanera 2012; Costanza et al. 2014; see Tallis and Polasky 2009 for a detailed explanation). For instance Nelson et al. (2009)
generated maps of soil conservation as a function of land-use/land-cover and other inputs that determine soil retention (i.e. soil type, topography, rainfall). Despite the value of these existing studies, future work should develop and test meaningful RS proxies and RS drivers of dominance, and their link to ESs, to effectively contribute to ES assessments.

Conclusions

Rapid global change creates an urgent need for biodiversity monitoring to inform conservation and the management of ESs. Here we argue that RS can better support biodiversity monitoring by matching RS metrics with dominant species. We argue that dominance is an ecologically relevant and scalable measure (of population abundance, community composition, traits and ecosystem function), can provide an early-warning sign of ecological change, and overwhelmingly contributes to some biomass-driven ESs. RS metrics can be used as a response or predictors of EFs and ESs, or provide environmental correlates or predictors of dominance. Considering changes in dominant species is a new research agenda that extends current work on RS mapping of ESs.

RS mapping of dominance-driven ESs is a promising new direction to quantify how ESs change across space and time in an increasingly dynamic world. Focusing on dominant species contributes to ES assessments by harnessing the inherent bias of dominant species in optical RS, and providing cost-effective and near-continuous data to extrapolate point measurements. Indeed, RS can detect changes in dominance due to global change, which further our understanding of what structures ecological communities (e.g. biotic, abiotic, dispersal limitation) as well as the consequences for the supply of EFs and ESs. It is important to note that not all EFs and ESs are biomass or abundance-driven. A diversity of species, including rare species, are highly valued for various EFs and ESs, thus our proposition here should complement other EBV monitoring efforts.
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